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We have always had difficulty with MSDS labels for bottles in our press and other 
production areas.  Generally speaking, when the chemicals are moved to smaller bottles, 
we put on a new MSDS label…but the adhesive gets eaten away by the chemicals and the 
labels only stay on for short periods.  We have tried tape to seal them, but it doesn’t seem 
to work well either.  With the new SDS labeling requirements, we are looking for a better 
system.  What are other companies doing??? 
 
Summary: color-coding the bottles was mentioned the most. 
 

 
We just use screen printed plastic bottles with the contents ID’d in indelible marker.  Labels will 
never work. 
  
http://www.jadesci.com/familyt.php?id=BEL-26&dd=C3-Plas-Bottles&cat=c3-plas-bottles 
 

 
 

 
There is a company that has the labels printed on the bottles Halfmoon Enterprises   
contact is Jim 330-697-2503. 
 
 

 
  

http://www.jadesci.com/familyt.php?id=BEL-26&dd=C3-Plas-Bottles&cat=c3-plas-bottles
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We use a color-coded system and affix metal ID tags to the bottles. Each type of solvent has its 
own color on the tag and we had them etched with the chemical name. The chart then contains 
the label information and is posted throughout the production areas and in the ink rooms. We 
have checked and OSHA finds this to be in compliance with the regulations. 
 

 
 
(Editor’s note: see last page of this compilation for more tag examples.) 
 
 

 
We are having the same issue. I look forward to hearing if anyone has found a solution.   
 
 

 
We had the same problem with the labels coming off so we used colored caps on the bottles with 
a legend in each area denoting what the color referred to. The legend also included the actual 
required label on it. We purchased the bottles from Lab Safety. I hope this helps. 
 
 

 
We use color tops on our bottles.  We have about 8 different colors with posters everywhere 
explaining the differences.  If you can see a bottle you should see a poster.   
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We started a color coded system years ago, and it transitioned very well into the new GHS 
system.  We have a different color bottle lid/spout for each chemical and then posters around the 
facility explaining what is in each bottle.  The posters include what color represents each 
chemical, and then the appropriate secondary container label for that chemical, including 
pictograms and hazards.  For example, Isopropyl Alcohol is always in a bottle with a yellow 
lid/spout.  No other chemical is ever in a container with a yellow lid/spout.  Training is very 
important, especially for the operators that fill and use the bottles.  We audit the system and 
review it with operators regularly.  So far, every operator I have asked about it has understood the 
system, knows where to look for the information and knows exactly what is in each bottle.  In 
addition to these smaller bottles, we have the red 1-gallon and 5-gallon fire-proof containers that 
need to be labeled.  I re-create the label that is on the drum that the chemical came in, laminate it 
and then zip-tie the label to the handle.    
 

 
 
 
 

 
We don't repackage any of our liquids 
Afraid of contamination 
 
 

 
We had the same problem. We’ve used bottles on the press that contained blanket wash, blanket 
conditioner and water. We purchased squeeze bottles with different colored caps. Each color 
relates to a particular bottle content: green for blanket wash, red for conditioner, blue for water. 
Wall hung signs are posted in the area with large MSDS / GHS labels and the color related to the 
material. We asked a safety consultant as well as a consultant from our insurance company who 
both agreed that under the circumstances of not being able to label the bottles, this was an 
acceptable method. They felt it also should good intent on our part to communicate information in 
the best way possible. I also used this method at prior places I’ve worked with good result. 
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Just about any safety company makes labels for secondary containers.  Vinyl labels work the 
best, such as the examples referenced below. In addition to the below examples, there are a 
variety of other suppliers on the internet that can provide labels by searching for “GHS secondary 
container labels”  
 
http://www.seton.com/ghs-secondary-container-labels-ppe-recommendation-
vc1610.html?keycode=WS0194&campname=%5BADL%5D%5BShopping%5D%7C%7CPC-02-
LAB%7C%7CNB%7C%7CPLA&PPCPN=855-772-
4204&gclid=Cj0KEQjwzZe8BRDguN3cmOr4_dgBEiQAijjVFvpt2FY-
CsuADD175yNcrOdG_PJwCdHqga4h1Pz74NwaAinU8P8HAQ   
 
http://www.emedco.com/ghs-secondary-container-labels-danger-health-environment-first-aid-
ghsd1.html   
 
 

 
We had a consultant who suggested putting a template on the press that would have all the label 
information provided.  The bottles would then need only limited information written on them.  We 
are looking to follow through with this option for whatever chemicals would be practical.   
 
 

 
Engraved labels attached to the bottle by wire ties or a posted color code system.  The color code 
system is posted through the facility and at each station.  The bottles are of various colors 
depending on the liquids contained. 
 
 

 
I would work with your chemical supplier to see if they can offer smaller use bottles with labels 
attached.  Otherwise a polyester based pressure sensitive label might hold up a little better than a 
paper label for moisture and wicking of chemical into the label, but eventually the chemical 
seepage may cause adhesive to fail over time.  Midland Paper has some polyester film pressure 
sensitive sheets you can run through your toner copier. Perhaps ask for some sample sheets and 
see how they perform. 
 
 
Brit Swisher 
brit.swisher@midlandpaper.com 
 
 

 

http://www.seton.com/ghs-secondary-container-labels-ppe-recommendation-vc1610.html?keycode=WS0194&campname=%5BADL%5D%5BShopping%5D%7C%7CPC-02-LAB%7C%7CNB%7C%7CPLA&PPCPN=855-772-4204&gclid=Cj0KEQjwzZe8BRDguN3cmOr4_dgBEiQAijjVFvpt2FY-CsuADD175yNcrOdG_PJwCdHqga4h1Pz74NwaAinU8P8HAQ
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